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REPRESENTATIVE MATTERS AND CASES

Represented Alibaba in its various joint venture projects, including the
establishment of a joint venture with a high-tech security company, the
establishment of a joint venture with a local provincial government to
establish a government purchase platform, and the establishment of joint
venture with a telecommunication operator

Represented Alibaba in its various strategic investments in several NEEQ-
listed corporations, including the acquisition of Hangzhou Duandian, the
acquisition of Shanghai Baisheng, the equity investment in Dalian Longtu,
and the acquisition of a controlling subsidiary from ZTE

Represented Alibaba Pictures in its various equity investments, including its
equity investment in several film production companies, its equity investment
in a culture and entertainment company, and its financing of a film production
company

Represented Ant Financial in its various equity investments

Represented China Mobile in its various equity investments, including in
ChanelSoft, Ucloud, SpeachOcean, Nolo, an online literature company, and
a microchip R&D company

Represented China Resources Verlinvest in its various equity investments,
including the acquisition of controlling stake in senior care institutions in the
Chengdu and Chongqing area, and provided regular legal services to China
Resources Verlinvest

PRACTICE AREAS

MS. WANG’S PRACTICE AREAS INCLUDE M&A, PRIVATE
EQUITY, CAPITAL MARKETS, FOREIGN DIRECT
INVESTMENT AND GENERAL CORPORATE.
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Represented Wuxi AppTec in its strategic investment

Represented CICC Keyuan Fund, CICC Qichen Fund in its equity
investments

Represented SAIF Partners in its equity investments in the TMT, consumer
goods, and advanced manufacturing industries

Represented Baidu Ventures in its equity investments in the AI and TMT
industries

Represented Jinyi Capital in its various pre-IPO investments

Represented Zhilian Zhaopin in its various equity investments and strategic
investments

Represented Eggshell in its Series B financing, advised Eggshell on its
various equity investments in China, and provided other legal services to
Eggshell

Advised TPG in its privatization and acquisition of UFH and provided regular
legal services to UFH

Advised Italy-listed Brembo in its acquisition of a controlling stake in a joint
venture with Langfang SASAC

Advised Zoomlion in its investment in a joint venture with a German partner
in the machinery industry, its outbound investment in an Italian machinery
company, and its outbound investment in a Mongolian company

Advised CITIC Capital and Boyu Capital in their potential investment in
Phoenix Healthcare

Advised CDH Capital in its investment in several hospitals and medical
service providers

Advised GS PIA in its equity investment in a medical instrument
manufacturer

Advised AIF Capital in its investment in a medical instrument manufacturer

Advised GS and GIC in its investment in iKang Healthcare

Advised Hillhouse Capital in its potential investment in several hospitals

Advised Yunfeng Capital in its potential investment in a state-owned
enterprise engaging in medical device business

Advised EQT Capital in its acquisition and sale of a controlling stake in
Chongqing Qinyuan

Advised EQT Capital in its investment in several companies engaging in the
production and sale of consumer goods

Advised Capital Today in its investment in the TMT industry
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Advised Unitas Capital in its investment in the catering service industry,
including its acquisition and sale of a controlling stake in Guangdong Jiahao
Food

Advised Hony Capital in its investment in the catering service industry

Advised IDG in its investment in the TMT sector

Advised DST in its investment in Xiaomi Mobile

Advised Mafengwo in its Series B Financing

Represented China Gold International in its IPO and listing on the Hong Kong
Exchange

Represented China Everbright Limited, CICC Capital, Yunhui Capital, Go
High Capital and Hongtai Aplus in forming RMB funds

OTHER INFORMATION

Education

Zhejiang University, LL.B, 2006

Tsinghua University, LL.M, 2008

Professional Qualification

Admitted to practice in the PRC

Professional Background

Ms. Wang worked at Haiwen Partners Beijing office before joining Fangda
Partners in 2012.
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